
The geographer of sound

At first there was a void

Humans know this was the start - blank canvas to paint

So with time, energy spent, I made it my task and duty to fill this space with music

Looking towards the night sky and stars, I found the point of reference for my structure

Initially troubled where to start I tried to think of the most empty sound

My favourite was the tiny whisper of one neuron waiting for a message from another nanoscopic 
place

This perceived an ideal reverence for seed and conception

Thought is not often more sacred

Geology taught that Earth's core is surrounded, solid fluid, mantle, solid rock

Likewise my model optimised this effect: stratigraphic sonic movement

Amazing signal hemi-spheres, East and West brain, translated storm to matter

Once spherically formed, encompassing a universal core, I then gathered, amplified

Resultant noises, previously unheard, forms rock mineral and soils

Seismology became a ground to build upon, surface

As different magnetic caps, natural sound formed north and south poles, echoing each other with 
inspirational wind.

Icebergs are creaking

Migratory birds, or whales join the singing as examples of animal kingdom, populating sparse 
soundscape

Further towards the tropics and equator: chaotic mixed abandon.

The surface is crowded with the chatter of a thousand, thousand different voices

Sadly, animal sound is how it will, without depth, appear
 
However all this described, I do like Politic.

It's challenge is to accommodate all of the human sounds, voices, in respect to an environmental 
sphere..



So you - geographer of sound -

Who now has taken the task to make a map like emperors of old, seeking new land to explore and 
conquer

Because of collective desire, you created designs of countries - music - with a history of empire, 
totalitarianism or so-called democracy

In the most distinct human way these align and group forms of sound into republics of emotion

Oh so well-known expressions!

How, at the same time, proud and ashamed I am of you,

That you have created such wealth, diversity, and knowledge within such a small space

Only a small planet in an infinite galaxy of stars, I regret,

How sad you can no longer hear the sound of your own heart beat.
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